SMBC PRESENTS: JOB TIPS
EPISODE ONE
ENSURE JOB SECURITY BY MEETING YOUR FUTURE COMPETITION

EXACTLY THE SAME

Docker is a Container Platform
Developers

WORKED FINE IN DEV

OPS PROBLEM NOW
Operators

Internet

Load Balancer

W1 -- W2 -- W3

DB-1 ---- DB-2
Containers vs. Virtual Machines
Container Externals
Container Internals
docker run --rm hello-world
```
docker run --rm hello-world
```

Diagram:
- **Docker Hub**
  - **hello-world:latest**
- **Docker**
  - **a7e0c3bf2de8 (hello-world)**
- **dockerd**
docker history hello-world:latest

hello-world:latest

CMD ["/hello"]
COPY file:f774...
docker pull my-app:v3
docker run my-app:v3

Local Hub?

6032ebc0882f (my-app:v2)
599c080f3cdf (my-app:v3)
dockerd
Developers

WORKED FINE IN DEV

OPS PROBLEM NOW
Operators

Internet

Load Balancer

W1  W2  W3

DB-1  DB-2
Docker: Up and Running

Docker Up & Running

Sean P. Kane & Karl Matthias
The Best Docker Books

git clone https://github.com/eduleboss/the-best-docker-books
Docker Website

https://docs.docker.com/